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       Perhaps the greatest myth being purveyed,   is that myths are just
myths. 
~Michael Tsarion

...Khufu who is believed to have been the pharaoh who commissioned
the building of the great pyramid at Giza. 
~Michael Tsarion

We have forgotten that our sovereign duty is to leave the world in a
better condition than when we each entered it 
~Michael Tsarion

Because you're not thinking about existence and being, you're not
really thinking at all. 
~Michael Tsarion

We must move "out of our mind" and dwell in our consciousness. 
~Michael Tsarion

The Romans dominated Egypt for four hundred years, from the time of
Augustus (30 BC to 395 AD). 
~Michael Tsarion

[...] evidence is now coming out showing that Egypt was colonized by
Western people over 15,000 years ago. 
~Michael Tsarion

It is still an act of academic heresy to regard Egypt as the cradle of
civilization and originator of Jewish and Christian religious traditions. 
~Michael Tsarion

We don't really think that man is that immoral, we don't think that man
of his own nature would run around...fighting wars and building napalm
bombs...so maybe there's something else going on 
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~Michael Tsarion

In the vast majority of cases the secret society symbolism hearkens
from two places - Ireland and Egypt. 
~Michael Tsarion

The origins of Judeo-Christianity are to be found in Egypt. 
~Michael Tsarion
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